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ANNEX 
 

RESULTS OF VOTES 

Abbreviations and symbols 

+ adopted 

- rejected 

↓ lapsed 

W withdrawn 

RCV (..., ..., ...) roll-call vote (for, against, abstentions) 

EV (..., ..., ...) electronic vote (for, against, abstentions) 

split split vote 

sep separate vote 

am amendment 

CA compromise amendment 

CP corresponding part 

D deleting amendment 

= identical amendments 

§ paragraph 

art article 

rec recital 

MOT motion for resolution 

JT MOT joint motion for a resolution 

SEC secret ballot 
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1. Zimbabwe, the case of Pastor Evan Mawarire 

Motions for resolutions: B8-0191/2017, B8-0194/2017, B8-0196/2017, B8-0200/2017, B8-0224/2017 

Subject Am No Author RCV 

etc. 

Vote RCV/EV – remarks 

Joint motion for a resolution RC-B8-0191/2017  

(PPE, S&D, ECR, ALDE, Verts/ALE, EFDD, ENF) 

Vote: resolution (text as a whole)  +  

Motions for resolutions by political groups 

B8-0191/2017  ECR  ↓  

B8-0194/2017  S&D  ↓  

B8-0196/2017  GUE/NGL  ↓  

B8-0200/2017  ALDE  ↓  

B8-0224/2017  PPE  ↓  

 

 

2. Ukrainian political prisoners in Russia and situation in Crimea 

Motions for resolutions: B8-0190/2017, B8-0192/2017, B8-0195/2017, B8-0198/2017, B8-0221/2017 

Subject Am No Author RCV 

etc. 

Vote RCV/EV – remarks 

Joint motion for a resolution RC-B8-0190/2017 

(PPE, S&D, ECR, ALDE, Verts/ALE) 

§ 19 § original text sep +  

Vote: resolution (text as a whole) RCV + 451, 73, 86 

Motions for resolutions by political groups 

B8-0190/2017  Verts/ALE  ↓  

B8-0192/2017  ECR  ↓  

B8-0195/2017  S&D  ↓  

B8-0198/2017  ALDE  ↓  

B8-0221/2017  PPE  ↓  
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Requests for roll-call votes 

PPE: Final vote RC-B8-0190/2017 
 

Requests for separate votes 

S&D: § 19 
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3. Philippines, the case of senator Leila M. De Lima 

Motions for resolutions: B8-0193/2017, B8-0197/2017, B8-0199/2017, B8-0222/2017, B8-0223/2017, 
B8-0225/2017, B8-0226/2017 

Subject Am No Author RCV 

etc. 

Vote RCV/EV – remarks 

Joint motion for a resolution RC-B8-0193/2017 (PPE, S&D, ECR, ALDE, GUE/NGL, Verts/ALE, 

EFDD) 

§ 6 § original text sep +  

§ 12 1 GUE/NGL  +  

Vote: resolution (text as a whole)  +  

Motions for resolutions by political groups 

B8-0193/2017  ECR  ↓  

B8-0197/2017  Verts/ALE  ↓  

B8-0199/2017  EFDD  ↓  

B8-0222/2017  S&D  ↓  

B8-0223/2017  GUE/NGL  ↓  

B8-0225/2017  ALDE  ↓  

B8-0226/2017  PPE  ↓  

 

Requests for separate votes 

ECR § 6 
 

 

4. EU priorities for the UN Human Rights Council sessions in 2017 

Motions for resolutions: B8-0183/2017, B8-0184/2017, B8-0185/2017, B8-0186/2017, B8-0187/2017, 

B8-0188/2017, B8-0189/2017 

Subject Am No Author RCV 

etc. 

Vote RCV/EV – remarks 

Joint motion for a resolution RC-B8-0183/2017  

(PPE, S&D, ECR, ALDE, Verts/ALE) 

§ 12 § original text split   

1 +  
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Subject Am No Author RCV 

etc. 

Vote RCV/EV – remarks 

2 +  

3 +  

4 +  

§ 15 § original text sep +  

§ 23 § original text split   

1 +  

2 +  

3 +  

§ 25 1 Verts/ALE RCV - 197, 371, 50 

§ 27 § original text split   

1 +  

2 +  

Vote: resolution (text as a whole)  +  

Motions for resolutions by political groups 

B8-0183/2017  PPE  ↓  

B8-0184/2017  GUE/NGL  ↓  

B8-0185/2017  EFDD  ↓  

B8-0186/2017  ALDE  ↓  

B8-0187/2017  S&D  ↓  

B8-0188/2017  ECR  ↓  

B8-0189/2017  Verts/ALE  ↓  

 

Requests for roll-call votes 

Verts/ALE: amendment 1 
 

Requests for separate votes 

ECR § 15 
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Requests for split votes 

PPE: 

§ 27 

First part ‘Calls for the EU to work with partners on the implementation of the UN Guiding 

Principles on Business and Human Rights, including steps to encourage more states 

to adopt national action plans and engage in the work streams of the UN working 

groups and the Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR);’ 

Second part ‘renews its call for all states, including the EU, to be actively and constructively 

engaged in formulating, as soon as possible, a legally binding instrument that 

regulates, in international human rights law, the activities of transnational 

corporations and other business enterprises in order to prevent, investigate, redress 

and provide access to remedy to human rights violations whenever these occur;’ 

 

PPE, ECR 

§ 12 

First part Text as a whole without the words: ‘gender identity and sexual orientation’ and 

‘including the new Independent Expert on protection against violence and 

discrimination based on sexual orientation and gender identity’ 

Second part ‘gender identity’ 

Third part ‘and sexual orientation’ 

Fourth part ‘including the new Independent Expert on protection against violence and 

discrimination based on sexual orientation and gender identity’ 

 
§ 23 

First part ‘Calls for the EU to continue to promote equality between women and men and to 

actively support the work of UN Women and gender mainstreaming initiatives in its 

activities and programmes; calls for continued support measures strengthening the 

empowerment of women and girls and the eradication of all violence and 

discrimination against women and girls, including gender-based violence; strongly 

requests that the EU seek cross-regional initiatives for the promotion, protection and 

fulfilment of women’s rights’ 

Second part ‘and the full and effective implementation of both the Beijing Platform for Action 

and the ICPD Programme of Action,’ 

Third part ‘and that it remains committed to sexual and reproductive rights in this context;’ 
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5. Supply chain due diligence by importers of minerals and metals originating in 

conflict-affected and high-risk areas ***I 

Report: Iuliu Winkler (A8-0141/2015) 

Subject Am No Author RCV 

etc. 

Vote RCV/EV – remarks 

Provisional agreement 156 committee RCV + 558, 17, 45 

Statements 157 committee  +  

 

Miscellaneous 

The report had been referred back to committee at the sitting of 20 May 2015 for interinstitutional 

negotiations. 
 

 

 

6. Union framework for the collection, management and use of data in the fisheries 

sector ***I 

Report: Marco Affronte (A8-0150/2016) 

Subject Am No Author RCV 

etc. 

Vote RCV/EV – remarks 

Provisional agreement 

Provisional agreement 118 committee RCV + 535, 38, 48 

Draft legislative act * 

Text as a whole 118 committee  ↓  

Amendments by the 

committee responsible 

– put to the vote 

collectively 

1-117 committee  ↓  

Vote: Commission proposal RCV ↓  

 

* A political group or Members reaching the lower threshold may propose voting on the amendment to 

the Draft legislative act. The House votes on any such proposal (Rule 59(3) and (4)) 
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7. Constitutional, legal and institutional implications of a Common Security and 

Defence Policy: possibilities offered by the Lisbon Treaty 

Report: Michael Gahler, Esteban González Pons (A8-0042/2017) 

Subject Am No Author RCV 

etc. 

Vote RCV/EV – remarks 

After citation 13 1 rapporteurs  +  

Vote: resolution (text as a whole) RCV + 360, 212, 48 

 

 

 

8. An integrated EU policy for the Arctic 

Report: Urmas Paet, Sirpa Pietikäinen (A8-0032/2017) 

Subject Am No Author RCV 

etc. 

Vote RCV/EV – remarks 

§ 13 § original text split   

1/RCV + 334, 265, 20 

2/RCV - 183, 414, 20 

§ 14 § original text split   

1/RCV + 561, 43, 15 

2/RCV + 301, 289, 27 

3/RCV + 386, 212, 21 

§ 41 1 76+ Members  -  

§ original text RCV - 187, 287, 148 

After § 56 2 76+ Members  +  

Vote: resolution (text as a whole) RCV + 483, 100, 37 

 

Requests for roll-call votes 

Verts/ALE: §§ 13, 14, 41 
 

Requests for separate votes 

76+ Members §§ 13, 41 
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Requests for split votes 

76+ Members 

§ 13 

First part ‘Calls on the Member States to ban fossil fuel subsidies that lower the cost of fossil 

fuel energy production, with a view to discouraging the exploitation and use of fossil 

fuels;’ 

Second part ‘urges the Commission and the Member States to work in international fora towards 

a future total ban on the extraction of Arctic oil and gas in order to achieve the goal 

of a low-carbon economy;’ 

 
§ 14 

First part ‘Calls on the EU to promote strict precautionary regulatory standards in the field of 

environmental protection and safety for oil exploration, prospection and production 

internationally;’ 

Second part ‘calls for a ban on oil drilling in the icy Arctic waters of the EU and the EEA’ 

Third part ‘and for promotion by the EU of comparable precautionary standards in the Arctic 

Council and for Arctic coastal states;’ 
 

 

9. 2016 Report on Montenegro 

Report: Charles Tannock (A8-0050/2017) 

Subject Am No Author RCV 

etc. 

Vote RCV/EV – remarks 

§ 1 10 ENF  -  

§ 3 § original text split   

1 +  

2 +  

3/EV - 264, 278, 70 

4 +  

§ 5 6 GUE/NGL  -  

§ original text split   

1 +  

2 +  
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Subject Am No Author RCV 

etc. 

Vote RCV/EV – remarks 

§ 15 7 GUE/NGL  -  

§ 17 4 S&D, 

Verts/ALE 

EV + 311, 234, 61 

§ 32 1 Verts/ALE  +  

§ 34 2 Verts/ALE  -  

§ 36 8 GUE/NGL  -  

§ original text split   

1 +  

2 +  

§ 40 9D GUE/NGL  -  

3 Verts/ALE EV - 288, 302, 21 

Recital A 5 GUE/NGL  -  

Vote: resolution (text as a whole) RCV + 471, 98, 41 

 

Requests for split votes 

EFDD: 

§ 3 

First part Text as a whole without the words: ‘the need for’, ‘part of’ and ‘by external actors’ 

Second part ‘the need for’ 

Third part ‘part of’ 

Fourth part ‘by external actors’ 

 
§ 5 

First part Text as a whole without the words: ‘by Russia’ 

Second part those words 

 
§ 36 

First part Text as a whole without the words: ‘including with Council Decision (CFSP) 

2016/1671 which reasserted EU restrictive measures against Russia’ 

Second part those words 
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10. e-democracy in the EU: potential and challenges 

Report: Ramón Jáuregui Atondo (A8-0041/2017) 

Subject Am No Author RCV 

etc. 

Vote RCV/EV – remarks 

§ 16 § original text sep/EV + 414, 156, 16 

§ 20 § original text split   

1 +  

2/EV + 314, 271, 9 

§ 23 § original text sep/EV + 350, 235, 4 

§ 27 § original text sep/EV + 317, 249, 20 

§ 32 § original text split   

1 +  

2 +  

§ 38 § original text split   

1 +  

2 +  

§ 39 1 76+ Members  -  

§ 41 § original text split   

1 +  

2/EV + 299, 285, 6 

§ 43 § original text sep +  

Recital A § original text split   

1 +  

2 +  

Recital G § original text split   

1 +  

2 -  
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Subject Am No Author RCV 

etc. 

Vote RCV/EV – remarks 

Vote: resolution (text as a whole) RCV + 459, 53, 47 

 

Requests for separate votes 

76+ Members §§ 16, 23, 27, 43 
 

Requests for split votes 

76+ Members 

§ 20 

First part Text as a whole without the words: ‘through segmented proactive tools that permit 

access to all documents in parliamentary files;’ 

Second part those words 

 
§ 32 

First part Text as a whole without the words: ‘recommends furthermore to the Commission 

that it focus on open- source solutions that can be rolled out easily across the digital 

single market;’ 

Second part those words 

 
§ 38 

First part Text as a whole without the words: ‘calls on the political groups in the European 

Parliament and the European political parties to increase opportunities for public 

discussion and e-participation;’ 

Second part those words 

 
§ 41 

First part Text as a whole without the words: ‘suggests to this end that possible modifications 

be considered to the Statute of European political parties and that these cover and 

promote e-participation practices;’ 

Second part those words 

 
Recital A 

First part Text as a whole without the words: ‘as they turn away from political decision-

making processes, and there is a growing risk of public disaffection with politics;’ 

Second part those words 

 
Recital G 

First part Text as a whole without the words: ‘public apathy and’ 

Second part those words 

 


